Digitizing Biological Collections

O2I2D(1)—Existing Specimen Workflow Using Optical Character Recognition: Object to Image to Data

This workflow is designed to capture images of existing specimens, pass the images through optical character recognition (OCR) software, and use the combination of image and OCR output to capture data. There are variations on this workflow. For example, depending on preparation type, barcodes are sometimes applied inline as the step immediately previous to imaging (shown optionally below) and other times en masse within an independent step during which several dozen or several hundred barcodes are applied in preparation for imaging. OCR may also occur in various ways: 1) in batch (as shown below), with numerous images being processed following the close of one or more imaging sessions, 2) "on the fly" as a record and its associated image are loaded for data entry, or 3) one image at a time as a step immediately following the imaging of each specimen. OCR output may be ingested into a field in the database (shown optionally below), stored as individual text files within the computer's file system, or virtually processed at the time the image is presented to the data entry technician. The presentation of images and OCR to data entry technicians occurs in a single interface in which database fields, OCR output, and specimen image are simultaneously visible. Pre-digitization curation and annotation is particularly important in this workflow to ensure that the current nomenclature to be used in data entry is obvious and clearly visible in the image and/or OCR output.